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The Genetics of Autism Spectrum Disorder- A Review
Abstract:

Introduction:
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a
neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by
qualitative impairment in social communication and
interaction, repetitive behavior, and limited interest. It
usually occur in early stage of child development
(DSM-V). Autism was first outlined in 1943 by Leo
Kanner, an Austrian-US-American Professor of Child
Psychiatry. He described children with mental retardation
and severe social isolation not explained by the
developmental level of the children1. Kanner referred to
Eugen Bleuler by naming the syndrome ‘infantile autism’
based on Bleulers schizophrenia criterion describing
the loss of social interest in schizophrenia. At the same
time, Professor Hans Asperger in Vienna, Austria,
noticed similar patients with ‘autistic psychopathy’ and
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normal intellectual abilities2. Hans Asperger noted that
fathers of these children seemed aloof and socially
isolated. Both, Kanner and Asperger, suspected a
biological or even genetic origin of the disorder.
Based on the evidence reviewed, the median of
prevalence estimates of autism spectrum disorders is
62/10,000 worldwide3.The prevalence of ASD ranged
from 0.15–0.8% in Bangladesh and 3% In Dhaka4.Greater
public awareness of autism has led to increased funding
for autism research, yet the cause of ASD remains largely
unknown because of the complex behavioral phenotypes
and multigenic etiology of this disorder
Now It is believed that ASD is a result of complex gene–
environment interactions, with strong and clear genetic
influences. Studies of twin pairs, high-risk infant siblings,
families, and populations have estimated concordance
rates and segregation of the disorder within families5.
The concordance rate was reported as 60–70% in
monozygous twins and as 5–30% in siblings5,6. A
genetic basis for autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is
now well established, and with the availability of highthroughput microarray and sequencing platforms, major
advances have
been made in our understanding of genetic risk factors.
A genetic basis for autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is
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Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is one of the most common
neurodevelopmental disorders representing deficits in
socialization, communication impairment, repetitive patterns
of behaviors and/or restricted interest. The increasing prevalence
of ASD worldwide is most likely due to increasing awareness,
widening of the diagnostic concepts and availability of
diagnostic framework. It is a genetically influenced disorders
caused by factors including genetic, epigenetic factors that
affect gene expression and activity and non-genetic factors
like environmental exposures. It is widely thought to represent
a disorder of connectivity, in which the environment interacts
with the genome. It can occur as an association with genetic
syndrome, can occur sporadically or may be familial.

Recognizing various phenotypic manifestations, it is
understood that the underlying etiology of ASD is complex
and genetic factors play an important role. The most significant
advance in autism biology over the last decade has been in
understanding the genetics of autism. The genetic diagnosis
can benefit patients and the family by providing information,
psychological support both immediate and long term and also
can guide and help to prepare for the future. So, genetic
diagnosis of ASD may offer opportunities for the identification
of molecular targets for novel interventions, and provide new
insight for families seeking genetic counseling.
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Genetic variants
The genetic architecture of ASD is variable in different
aspects, like- in frequency (common vs. rare variation),
mode of inheritance (inherited vs. de novo variation),
type of variation (single nucleotide, indel, or copy number
variation) and mode of action (dominant, recessive, or
additive)7,8,10-12
Common variation means genetic variation from the
reference genome, which is present in small number of
population. Common variants with small effects are
supposed to play a role in the development of complex
traits in ASD13. Some study reported that the liability of
ASD is mostly due to common variation in the genetic
architecture, and that rare de novo mutations contribute
to individual liability (49% of common inherited variants,
3% of de novo , 3% of rare inherited variants, and 41%
of unaccounted)12 to develop ASD.Confirmation of the
most specific, consistently replicated, and highly
effective common variants may also involve in the
pathogenesis of ASD. These genes are generally
responsible for the development of the brain & its
structure, and the synthesis of neurotransmitters and
neuromodulators. The genes responsible for autism
have been classified into two groups, “syndromic
autism-related genes” (that lead to symptoms related to
autism such as fragile X syndrome, Rett syndrome) and
“nonsyndromic autism-related genes” (frequently being
autism susceptible genes). The genomes of people differ
from each other in genetic variants called single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Despite that most
of these variants are common and occur at least in 1%
of the population, some of these SNPs may increase the
risk of developing complex, polygenic diseases40.
Several large-scale sequencing, including those that

Monogenic syndromes associated with ASD
Approximately 5–10% of ASD patients have cooccurring monogenic syndromes or disorders. The most
common ASD-related syndrome is fragile X syndrome
(FXS) diagnosed in about 1.5–3% of individuals with
ASD. FXS is caused by mutations in the FMR1 gene
that regulates about 6000 mRNAs in the brain and plays
an essential role in synaptic plasticity 14. Another
frequent ASD-related syndrome is tuberous sclerosis
complex (TSC) which occurs in about 1% of patients
diagnosed with ASD. Two causative genes, TSC1 and
TSC2, are inhibitors in the mammalian target of the
rapamycin signaling pathway (mTOR) that is involved
in the local translation in the central nervous system.
Mutations in the MECP2 gene are responsible for Rett
syndrome that is found in an additional 1% of female
ASD patients. The MeCP2 protein (methyl CpG-binding
protein 2) is a transcription factor that regulates the
expression of many genes in neurons15.
Moreover, mutations in the PTEN gene that indirectly
suppress the mTOR pathway are responsible for
spectrum phenotypes including ASD with
macrocephaly 16. Other examples of single-gene
syndromes associated with ASD include
neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1 gene), Duchenne
muscular dystrophy (DMD gene), and Timothy
syndrome (CACNA1C gene). ASD can also occur in
some metabolic diseases such as phenylketonuria (PAH
gene) and Smith-Lemli-Opitz syndrome (DHCR7
gene)18. Several studies have proposed that another
group of ASD related to monogenic disorders is caused
by mutations in the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and
impairment of mitochondrial energy metabolism18,19.
Chromosomal abnormalities
Cytogenetic assays have long been used to uncover
chromosomal defects in patients with autism, and a
number of cytogenetic abnormalities have been
described till date. Less than 10% of cases of autism are
associated with chromosomal abnormalities15. Using
various stains, the chromosomes of patients with autism
are analyzed for visible breakpoints, translocations,
duplications, and deletions. These regions are then
194
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The objective of this paper is to review and to share the
current knowledge regarding genetic variations in ASD,
and its role in the identification of genetic biomarkers of
ASD for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes.

examine the entire coding region of the genome (whole
exome sequencing) and the entire genome (whole
genome sequencing) are now being performed.
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now well established, and with the availability of highthroughput microarray and sequencing platforms, major
advances have been made in the understanding of
genetic risk factors. However, it is currently believed
that over 50% of the risk of developing ASD is attributed
to genetic variation7,8. Current evidence indicates that
multiple genetic factors are the causative determinants
of the majority of cases of autism9.
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scrutinized for the presence of genes that potentially
are involved in the pathogenesis of ASD.

Some ASD-associated CNVs are inherited from an
unaffected parent or are found in control populations
which prove different penetrance of these CNVs.
Moreover, the same CNVs are detected both in ASD
cases and in patients with other neurocognitive
disorders including mental retardation/DD, epilepsy,
195

Synaptic genes
Many synaptic protein genes are associated with the
pathogenesis of ASDs. A common breakdown found at
the level of synapse formation and stabilization, as well
as of the ability of synapses to be modified by experience
through plasticity mechanisms. Synapse dysfunctions
are also found correlated with ASD and other
neuropsychiatric disorders with unknown etiology,
such as schizophrenia and intellectual disabilities39as
well as epilepsy40.
Based on different studies regarding ASD, the most
consistently reported genetic abnormalities are
mutations in synaptic genes, including neuroligins
(NLGN ), SH3 and multiple ankyrin repeat domains
(SHANK), neurexin (NRXN) families, and contactin
associated protein-like2 (CNTNAP2 )41.
Neuroligins are cell-adhesion molecules involved in
formation and remodeling of central nervous system
synapses, found on different loci of X-chromosome. A
group in France has identified mutations of the
neuroliginsNLGN3 (at Xq13) and NLGN4(at Xp22.3) in
a study with 158 multiplex ASD families42.Neuroligin
aggregation is synaptogenic, but exhibits specificity:
NLGN1, NLGN3 and NLGN4 link to glutamatergic
postsynaptic proteins, but NLGN2 associated with both
glutamatergic and GABAergic postsynaptic proteins43.
Other genes associated with ASD is the SHANK genes
(SHANK1, SHANK2 and SHANK3), encoding synaptic
proteins that may function as molecular scaffolds in the
postsynaptic
density
of
excitatory
41
synapses .SHANK3 is the most widely studied & rare
de novo mutations located in chromosome 22q13.3,
identified in probands and families with ASD in many
studies44.The inheritance pattern of SHANK3 mutations
is variable; transmission from healthy parents and
existence in unaffected siblings were reported44,45,46.
Other important synaptic genes are NRXN1, NRXN2
and NRXN3, encoding neurexin. This trans-synaptic
complex is necessary for efficient neurotransmission,
and they are involved in the formation of synaptic
contacts by interaction withneurologin 47.In Large
cohort studies a higher rate of deletions in the NRXN1
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With the availability of microarray offering higher
resolution genome scanning, duplication or deletion of
segments of the genome have been described among
individuals with ASD. It can detect chromosomal micro
deletions and micro duplications that are difficult to
identify by karyotyping. Research studies have shown
that clinically relevant CNVs (copy number variants) in
7–14% of patients with idiopathic ASD10,27,28.Rare de
novo CNVs are identified more frequent in individuals
with sporadic ASD than in autistic cases with affected
sibling 29. Similar results were obtained in further studies
that identified de novo CNVs in 5.8–8.4% of sporadic
ASD30-32.The most common recurrent ASD associated
CNVs are the approximately 600 kb micro deletions and
micro duplications at the 16p11.2 region that are
identified in about 1%of ASD individuals33-34. Another
recurrent CNVs detected in ASD cases include 1q21.1,
15q13.3, 17p11.2, 22q11.2, 16p13.1 and micro duplication
of 7q11.23 30,35. Furthermore, microarray analysis
revealed several non-recurrent micro deletion including
regions of 2p16.3, 7q22q31, 22q13.3, and Xp22 30,36,37.

schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and ADHD that suggest
that the final phenotype depend on the occurrence of
additional rare genetic (or non-genetic) factors38.
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Classical karyotyping techniques can reveal
chromosomal aberrations in approximately 2–5% of ASD
individuals15-20.Most of structural aberrations are rare
and their causal role in ASD is not clear, but few of them
are recurrent21. The most frequent chromosomal
abnormality detected in 1–3% children with ASD is
maternally derived 15q11q13 duplication, with variable
size22.Many genes in this chromosomal region have
essential functions in the brain, such as GABRA5 and
GABRB3 (GABA receptors), UBE3A and HERC2
(components of the proteasome complex) and SNRPN
(ribonucleoprotein peptide N) as well as CYFIP1 (the
FMRP interacting protein)23-26. Other chromosomal
abnormalities identified in ASD patients include
aneuploidies: 21 (Down syndrome), X (Turner
syndrome, Klinefelter syndrome, XXX syndrome), and
Y (XYY syndrome)20.
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region found, located in the probands of chromosome
2p16.3 associated with ASD, compared to healthy
controls, also an overrepresentation of small-sized
inverted repeats found48.

Neurotransmitter Systems in Autism Spectrum Disorder
Neurotransmitters connect neurons with each other;
also have key roles in normal development of brain,
memory and behavior regulation. Neurotransmitter
system dysfunction may be a cause of Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD), by affecting neuronal cell migration,
differentiation and synaptogenesis and eventually
developmental processes of the brain54.Most common
neurotransmitter associated with the pathogenesis of
ASD are, GABAergic, glutamatergic and serotonergic
systems55.
Neurochemical abnormality thought to be associated with
pathophysiology of ASD is the reduction in the
expression of GAD65 and GAD67, that are required for
the conversion of glutamate to GABA,which cause
suppression of GABAergic inhibition56 and also detection
of low platelet GABA levels in children with ASD57.
Two opposite hypotheses regarding the role of
glutamatergic system have been proposed 58.So, there
is a doubt, whether the ASD individuals hyper or
hypoglutamatergic. New researches has focused more
in hyper-glutamatergic state54.

Relationship of dopamine and norepinephrine with ASD
was gathered from different studies & decrease in DBH
(Dopamine B Hydroxylase)activity found, which relates
to chromosome 9q34,and increased serum
norepinephrine levels in children with autism and in
their parents also found60.
Chemical and histochemical studies in the brains of
patients with ASD has shown loss of nicotinic receptors,
basal forebrain cholinergic neurons also found
abnormally large and surplus54.Decreased number of
the neuronal - 4 nicotinic acetylcholinereceptor
subunits, linked to chromosome 20q13.2- q13.3 in
postmortem parietal neocortex and cerebellum of
individuals with autism compared to normal control
subjects and individuals with mental retardation without
autism61.
Oxytocin (OT) is also relevant to the impaired sociability
of autism.Two genome-wide screens have found linkage
in autism to the chromosome 3p25-p26 locus containing
the OT receptor gene62.
Conclusion:
Autism is the fastest growing neuro-developmental
disorder. Genetics has been found to play an extensive
role in autism.The genetics underlying autism are
incredibly complex. Although various genes and
proteins have been associated with the development of
autism, very little is known about their specific role in
dysfunction of the brain leading to autism. Ongoing
research beyond genes is being carried out to find other
factors such as environment or gene-environment
interactions that can contribute in the development of
autism as the disorder shows a high phenotypic
variability and additional genetic heterogeneity.
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These findings indicate that, the possibility of ASD
might be caused by abnormalities in synaptic plasticity,
as the proteins described play essential roles in synaptic
development and modification. Despite of low frequency
of de novo mutations, inconsistencies in genetic analysis
results, and phenotypic heterogeneity, synapse-related
genes are crucial candidates of ASD, and provide
baseline evidence for further studies.

Like glutamate hypothesis there is also doubt about
serotonin neurotransmitter systems. Two main findings
of serotonin hypothesis in patients with ASD are
increased or decreased brain serotonin levels59.The
serotonin transporter gene (5-HTT) has been examined
in several .
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Several family-based association studies identified a
common variant (rs7794745) that was associated with
increased risk of autism, and an amino acid substitution
in the CNTNAP2 protein in children with autism also
found49,50.But in a large-sized GWAS study failed to
demonstrate a significant association of the findings
found in the previous studies, and no associations
between rare heterogeneous mutations of CNTNAP2
and ASD were observed51,52.Though CNTNAP2 is still
regarded as one of the important causative genes of
ASD that warrants further studies53.
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